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Climate initiative – introduction
Harsco Infrastructure Services Limited gained accreditation to BS EN ISO 14001 for its
Environmental Management System (EMS) in January 2007. Maintaining our status is a
continuing process with improvements in performance required year on year. Audits are
carried out by AJA Registrars Ltd on an annual basis and we have now been audited three
times.
Apart from demonstrating Harsco Infrastructure’s commitment to being environmentally
friendly in all its operations, there has been a very positive reaction from many of our
customers. It has become increasingly important that we demonstrate our commitment to
protecting the environment to prospective customers and there is often as much importance
placed on our environmental performance as there is on our safety record.
Each location has an Environmental Officer who is responsible for dealing with all
environmental issues and compliance with the Harsco Infrastructure EMS. Internal Audits
are carried out by the Group Health and Safety Regional Advisors and central records are
kept of the audits to monitor and maintain environmental matters using the trends obtained
from the internal audits.
Harsco Infrastructure have an Environmental Working Group (EWG) chaired by the Group
Services Director with a senior representative from each of the operating divisions. The
EWG meets on a quarterly basis and agrees actions required for the maintenance and
continued improvement of environmental matters.
Our parent company Harsco also have their own Environmental Committee which sets
the policies for the Group on a global basis, Harsco Infrastructure has a member on the
committee to represent the UK.
In accordance with our policy to continually improve our environmental performance the
original EMS has been updated in 2009 and is available on the Harsco Infrastructure
intranet and is therefore available to all employees.
The most important role in maintaining our environmental status is the continuing efforts
made in Harsco Infrastructure locations by all of our employees.
The environmental objectives set within the EMS are also reviewed and updated annually
by the EWG, this is then cascaded through the business and again reinforces the
environmental commitment to our workforce and clients.
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The key areas where everyone can make a difference are implemented as follows:
•
•

Energy conservation by switching off all appliances, heaters and lights etc., when not in
use
Vehicle fuel reduction with sensible driving techniques, minimising journeys and speed
governors on vans and telematics on HGV’s.

Attendance at meetings is strictly prioritised with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The use of telephone, video or Webex conferencing to minimise vehicle fuel
consumption
Recycling materials such as timber, paper, metal, plastic, cardboard, ink cartridges etc
Reduction of packaging waste by increased use of palletisation
Registered disposal of hazardous waste
Ensuring waste water from cleaning operations is properly dealt with or recycled
All spillages of oils, fuel and other toxic items to be properly removed
Ensure dust, paint overspray, etc is not discharged to air.

Environmental training
Harsco Infrastructure has an Environmental Officer at each of its locations. All of our
Environmental Officers have attended an external environmental awareness course. A
second round of training courses now includes a ‘Deputy Environmental Champion’ at
each location. Harsco Infrastructure has a comprehensive EMS; this is a useful guide and
holds details of environmental ‘Tool Box Talks’ which are delivered to all employees on the
following subjects:
• Spill Control
• Waste Management General
• Waste Management Specific
• Water Pollution Prevention Fuel/Oil
• Water Pollution Prevention Cement/Concrete
• Wash Down Plant and Machinery
• House Keeping
• Dust and Air Quality
• Noise and Vibration
• Be a Good Neighbour
• Energy Conservation
The Regional Safety Advisors from the Group Health and Safety Department have been
specifically trained in Environmental Auditing and are available to all Environmental Officers
to give help and advice where necessary.
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Harsco Infrastructure displays copies of the Environmental Objectives Poster at all of its
locations.

Saving energy and
protecting the environment
As we are all aware the Earth’s natural resources are being
depleted at an ever increasing rate, but with a few simple
measures we as a Company and as individuals can reduce our
impact on the environment.

PAINT
OBJECTIVE: reduce by 5%
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) in paint will harm the environment and you.
✓ Spray paint in enclosed booths only
✓ Hand paint where possible
✓ Replace lids correctly, do not dispose of the tins until completely empty
✓ Do not over stock on paint

ELECTRICITY
OBJECTIVE: reduce by 3% pro rata
Carbon is produced to generate most electricity, this in turn depletes the ozone and helps raise the planets temperature,
i.e. global warming.

✓ Turn off lights, heaters, computers, fax machines, printers or any other device when not required or in use.

OIL USAGE
OBJECTIVE: reduce by 3% pro rata
Reducing the setting on the heating sensors by just 1º degree will save 10% on the fuel used and 1 in 10 fuel
deliveries by the fuel tanker.

✓ Ensure time clocks are set correctly
✓ Reduce hot water tap temperature
✓ Do not run hot water to wash up just one cup, wait until the sink is full

VEHICLE FUEL USAGE
OBJECTIVE: reduce by 3% pro rata
Driving at a steady rate will increase the mileage per litre, tyre life and produce fewer emissions to the air we breathe.

✓
✓
✓
✓

Only make trips that are required, use other communications sensibly
Car share wherever possible and consider public transport
Vehicles are to be maintained as per the vehicle schedule
Drive sensibly, do not over accelerate or brake, set off in good time for meetings

WATER USAGE
OBJECTIVE: monitor water consumption and drainage
As our country’s water usage increases and availability may become disrupted, we should use water saving devices and
good sense solution wherever possible..
Ensure all taps, hose pipes etc., are turned off when not required, all leaks are reported and dealt with in a timely manner.

PACKAGING MATERIAL
OBJECTIVE: reduce by 3%
Materials that cannot be used again fall into the waste categories, i.e. broken bottles, cannot be used again without
processing, however, some packaging materials can, i.e. timber pallets.

✓ Use pallets to reduce strapping
✓ Replace metal banding with a plastic version of equal strength etc.,
✓ Order full loads from manufacturers because part loads will require more packaging and may have
environmental delivery issues

RECYCLING WASTE – controlled and hazardous
Waste should be segregated for recycling purposes and must be secured in lidded containers and not free to disperse
due to weather conditions or interference.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Paper: only print emails, letters etc., if it is absolutely necessary
Plastic: banding, bottles and containers
Metal: banding, scrap metal
Cardboard: packaging, boxes and cartons
Batteries: kept on spillage trays, well ventilated
Florescent tubes: kept in protective tube, do not release cadmium/mercury
Oils and lubricants: kept on spillage trays and protect from collision

For more information please contact your Regional Safety Adviser

SGB EN004 v4 Objectives
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Reduction of travel/vehicle fuels and emissions
To help minimise air travel, car journeys and save on emissions Harsco Infrastructure has
installed video conferencing at key locations in many countries.
Video conferencing is widely used along with telephone conferencing and the newly
installed Webex which is now available to all employees.
The use of taxis has been cut by over 70% by utilisation of car sharing and improved
journey planning.
Harsco Infrastructure in the UK operates a fleet of almost 1,000 vehicles as follows:
• 45% cars
• 40% small vans
• 15% HGV’s
In one year these vehicles use 3 million litres of diesel fuel. In our continuing effort to
reduce consumption and emissions we have put the following strategy in place:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speed Governors on all vans
Lower emission cars selected as the base model
Incentives given to employees to down size their car entitlement
Withdrawal of all company fuel cards for private use, to make employees more
aware of their fuel consumption
All available hybrid cars are continually being trialled
Telematics fitted on HGV’s to manage and monitor all journeys
Cash allowance available to employees in lieu of company cars
The use of trains instead of flying or driving is also being widely implemented

One travel provider to enable us to monitor travel worldwide.
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We display copies of this fuel initiative at all Harsco Infrastructure locations.
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Supply chain and sustainability
Harsco Infrastructure continually monitor
the progress of their top twenty suppliers
of access equipment to establish that they
are all working towards accreditation to
BSEN14001. Wherever possible we also
ask our suppliers for their ‘Green option’
e.g. our Office Consumables Supplier has
a ‘Green’ catalogue and all members of
staff are encouraged to order from this
book.
All timber used has a traceable Chain of
Custody.
Chain of Custody
Chain of Custody is a process that
using independent auditing, rigorously
documents and tracks certified timber
from the forest to the final point of
purchase. The process tracks timber
through each stage of the supply chain,
from forest and logging company, through
sawmill, factory and distributor, to timber
merchant and contractor. This provides
a level of transparency and traceability to
guarantee compliance with demands for ethically
ll sourced
d timber.
ti b
Environmentally accountable sources
Timber that qualifies for Chain of Custody is sourced from forests certified under schemes
that fall into one of two Government-defined categories: ‘legal’ or ‘legal and sustainable’.
Both categories guarantee timber has been harvested legally and as part of an overall forest
management system.
Environmentally friendly equipment
All Harsco Infrastructure access equipment is designed for extended life and requires little
maintenance. The Hire principle means that the equipment is sent to the customer and then
returned to us for re-use, saving manufacturing which affects the environment.
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Waste management and recycling
Harsco Infrastructure is fortunate in as much
as we do not have a lot of waste material
due to the inherent robustness of product.
However, whatever off cuts we do have are
recycled. Most items are sent to site, then
returned and reused and the life expectancy
of our products is extended.
Systems are in place at all Harsco
Infrastructure locations that have skips to
segregate paper, cardboard, plastic, metal,
timber, batteries, oils, lubricants, filters,
fluorescent tubes etc. Plus the recycling of
paper, cardboard, ink cartridges and toner
cartridges
Main office locations share a system whereby
all waste is segregated and collected at
strategic points on each floor. The phasing
out of individual waste paper baskets has
commenced and soon all will be removed
ensuring that waste recycling is as high as
possible.
All locations are registered with the relevant
Environmental Agency as a producer of
hazardous waste, but in reality the quantities
are very minimal. Our standard Tool Box
Talks cover all Waste Management in detail
and it is something that we are committed to
reducing year on year.

Contact
Dawn Bartholomew - Harsco Infrastructure Environmental Co-ordinator
Harsco House
Phone: +44 (0) 1372 381 317
Regent Park
Fax: +44 (0) 1372 381 370
299 Kingston Road
www.sgb.co.uk
Leatherhead
Surrey
KT22 7SG
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